Intelligent Mattress for the Prevention of Pressure Sores on Patients Who Cannot Be Sufficiently Mobilized

Erlangen (Germany). Some 400,000 people in Germany each year suffer from painful pressure sores on the skin, known as decubitus ulcers. These sores primarily affect bedridden patients who cannot be sufficiently mobilized, or whose position cannot be changed frequently enough. The Fraunhofer Institute for Integrated Circuits IIS collaborated with five partners in the development of a mattress that prevents and treats decubitus. From November 14 to 17, Fraunhofer IIS will be presenting a prototype of the mattress at the MEDICA trade fair in Düsseldorf.

The moving of bedridden patients places a serious physical and mental burden on nursing staff and family caregivers; it also takes considerable time. In Germany alone, there are hundreds of thousands of patients each year who cannot be sufficiently mobilized, or whose position cannot be changed frequently enough – and who, often after only a short period, develop what is known as a decubitus ulcer, a painful pressure sore on their skin.

Identifying the current lying position and suggesting a new one

To avoid the occurrence of decubitus and to treat already existing pressure sores, researchers at Fraunhofer IIS in collaboration with five partners in the INSYDE research project have succeeded in developing the technological prototype of an intelligent and adaptive mattress. The mattress identifies the patient’s current lying position and suggests a new position to relieve pressure.

Relieving the physical burden and time demands on caregivers

The system even goes a step further. Once cleared by a professional or a family caregiver, the shift in the patient’s position is automatically initiated by so-called actuators.

“Like the sensors measuring the pressure distribution, the actuators are embedded in the mattress,” explains Christian Weigand, Head of the Department of Image Processing and Medical Engineering at Fraunhofer IIS. “Information on the repositioning and the pressure distribution created in the process will be shown on a display attached to the bed and will be automatically added to existing care documentation,” adds consortium leader Alexander Dürsch of the company Ergo-Tec. The project partner DRK
Soziale Dienste Baden-Baden evaluated the intelligent bed during initial measurement series.

**Intelligent nursing bed at MEDICA 2016**

At the medical technology trade fair MEDICA, held in Düsseldorf from November 14 to 17, 2016, Fraunhofer IIS will be exhibiting the technological prototype for an intelligent nursing bed at stand G05 in hall 10, and is looking for partners interested in introducing the system in their clinical routine.

The INSYDE project was developed in cooperation with Ergo-Tec GmbH, LBU Systemhaus AG, Gesellschaft für Biomechanik Münster mbH, DRK Soziale Dienste Baden-Baden gGmbH, and Friedrich-Alexander University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, and sponsored by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research in the framework of the funding program “Assistierte Pflege von morgen” (Assisted care tomorrow) under the funding code 16SV5892.

The intelligent mattress uses sensors to recognize the patient’s contact pressure
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The **Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft** is the leading organization for applied research in Europe. Its research activities are conducted by 67 institutes and research units at locations throughout Germany. The Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft employs a staff of 24,000, who work with an annual research budget totaling more than 2.1 billion euros.

The **Fraunhofer Institute for Integrated Circuits IIS** in Erlangen is one of the world’s leading application-oriented research institutions for microelectronic and IT system solutions and services. It ranks first among all Fraunhofer Institutes in size. With the creation of mp3 and the co-development of AAC, Fraunhofer IIS has reached worldwide recognition. In close cooperation with partners and clients the Institute provides research and development services in the following areas: Audio & Multimedia, Imaging Systems, Energy Management, IC Design and Design Automation, Communication Systems, Positioning, Medical Technology, Sensor Systems, Safety and Security Technology, Supply Chain Management, and Nondestructive Testing. About 950 employees conduct contract research for industry, the service sector, and public authorities. Founded in 1985 in Erlangen, Fraunhofer IIS now has 13 locations in 10 cities: in Erlangen (headquarters), Nuremberg, Fürth, Dresden, Bamberg, Waischenfeld, Coburg, Würzburg, Ilmenau, and Deggendorf. The budget of 130 million euros is mainly financed by projects. 22 percent of the budget is subsidized by federal and state funds.

More information available at www.iis.fraunhofer.de